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6th Annual Japanese Emerging Artists Exhibition in NY
JART 3rd 
Friday, March 1st-10th 2013
Opening Reception: Friday, March 1st / 18:00~20:00
ARMORY NIGHT : Saturday, March 9th, 18:00~23:00
OPEN HOURS : Thursday to Monday : 1-6pm
@ WAH Center (Williamsburg Art & Historical Center)

Participating Artists 
NY ARTISTS : Ko IRKT Ikeda,　Sayori Matsuyama,　Yoko Naito,　
Akihiro Ito, Kenichi Nakajima,  Natsuko Hattori,Yuko Uchida, 
Yuriko Katori 
TOKYO ARTISTS : Chie Ito, Akiko Kubo, HINO, Azusa Ueno, 
Mutsumi Uetake, Sachiko Nish, Megumi Masuda,  Ryusen Masuno, 
Yuka Tanabe, CHIE,  Moeka Yuguchi,  Saeko Taira,  
Sakura, Alice Motomura, Miyuki Hama

New York / Tokyo - PEPPER'S PROJECT, a Tokyo-based gallery and 
art project, is pleased to present a group exhibition, 
jART3rd � 6th Annual Japanese Emerging Artists Exhibition in NY, at 
Williamsburg Art & Historical Center. It is a simultaneous project 
with Japanese Young Artists Book fair_7th which is occurring at 4 
well known bookstores in NY. JART3rd is an art exhibition 
introducing young Japanese artists from Tokyo and NY. 
The program consists of all genre of art: painting, wood-block 
printing, photography, object, contemporary craft making, 
installation, video art, sound art and dance performance. The art 
works will be exhibited and displayed everywhere inside 
WILLIAMSBURG ART & HISTORICAL CENTER, one of the historical 
buildings of Brooklyn. Hall and small rooms, stair-case, restroom of 
1F, gallery in 2F, performance studio of 3F.

This exhibition is produced by PEPPER'S PROJECT, a Tokyo-based 
gallery and art projects. Since 1998, PEPPER'S PROJECT has 
organized large numbers of exhibitions to present the works of 
young Japanese artists working in a variety of genres and media. 
In 2006, PEPPER'S PROJECT started promoting artists for overseas 
market in key cities around the world. "Japanese Emerging Artists 
Exhibition in NY" brings together the artists participated in our past 
exhibition programming and directly promotes them in the art 
scene created in NY. PEPPER'S PROJECT proudly introduces our 
artists to NY every year with different theme and perspective, 
making Japanese Emerging Artists Exhibition as an annual event.
See more info about PEPPER'S PROJECT ->> 
www.peppers-project.com

JART3rd ‒ 6th Annual Japanese Emerging Artists Exhibition in NY - will be on view at Williamsburg Art & Historical Center in Brooklyn through March 1st to 
March 10th, 2013. This is a simultaneous project with the Japanese Young Artists Book Fair_7h, which will be on view through March 1st to March 13th at 5 
locations throughout NY and Brooklyn. For further information for both events, please contact the Coordinator, Yuki Oyama, at purelandart@gmail.com

The Kings County Savings Bank building, built in 1867, is on the National 
Register of Historic Places and was the seventh building to be landmarked 
in New York City. The location of the building is one of New York’ s most 
historically significant areas and an economic development zone. 
Williamsburg is now also New York’ s largest art community with over 10,000 
writers, artists, and performers, many of whom are in some of the foremost 
galleries in New York City, or perform in major New York Institutions, or write 
for major magazines and papers worldwide.
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Armory Night
Contemporary Japanese Performance Evening
Saturday, March 9th, 18:00~23:00

JART_3rd is an art exhibition introducing young Japanese artists from 
Tokyo and NY.  The program consists of all genre of art: painting, 
wood-block printing, photography, object, contemporary craft making, 
installation, video art, sound art and dance performance.  The art works 
will be exhibited and displayed everywhere inside WILLIAMSBURG ART & 
HISTORICAL CENTER, one of the historical buildings of Brooklyn.
Hall and small rooms, stair-case, restroom of 1F, gallery in 2F, 
performance studio of 3F…literally every single space you can find in 
WAH.  Don’ t miss out on this opportunity to see the artworks of over 30 
young Japanese artists.

koosuke IRKT ikeda (NY)  VIDEO ART, INSTALLATION
IRKT  is my conceptual design for artistry, logo and project name to pursue my creations. 
My interest arises out of the desire to pursue the concept of the self, exposing the 
contradictions, which exist internally and externally. 

1F  Hall

JART3RD Programs

Sayori Matsuyama(NY)  Slide Installation
Born in Tokyo, Japan.  Studied Psychology in Japan and decided to go to 
New York to study Art Therapy.  She graduated from master of Creative 
Arts Therapy Development at Pratt Institute.  Her favorite words are 
“Living Creatively” and “Being.”  She believes living creatively is such a 
powerful way of expressing yourself.  Anything that you create has 
meanings like your dreams.  She will keep creating things and won't stop 
seeking meaning in the word of "Being" even from her own artwork.

1F  Room

1F-3F  Stairway
Yuko Uchida(NY) Installation
I am interested in human emotions and phycology.I strongly believe 
human emotions have two-facedness and they are not visible.My works 
consist of these human emotions along with memories and traumas from 
my childhood. I often use wire to express these imaginations.Wire could 
be very playful, It moves spontaneously and drives my imagination far 
away.

Yuka Tanabe(Tokyo)  Installation
 “Sewing of the memory”　When I’ m in my room all by myself, when 
I’ m in the crowd in the city, sometimes I become unable to recognize my 
presence. I wear cloths, I meet someone and I talk. I ride a train, I walk 
down the street and I go somewhere. All these ordinary lives without 
anything special…but I feel I’ m made up of these incidents. But the truth 
is, the cloths I wear, my photos or the person I see in the mirror – these 
things represent myself better than who I am. I’ m unable to tell if “I” 
really exist, and my memories have no shape, and do not stay with me for 
long.
Natsuko Hattori(NY)  Installation
My work conveys a sense of happiness and celebrates the human sprit. 
The gesture of wrapping fabric around each round ball is an act of 
transformation that converts pain, sadness, and despair into positive 
energy, such as love or prayer for comfort. Fabric is my medium of choice 
because people everywhere can relate more easily to this material.

2F-3F Rest Room
Chie Ito(Tokyo)  Painting,Photograph, Installation
Those who flaunt their pleasures are not long for the world. they are as 
brief as the dream of a Spring night. And the brave ones are vanquished 
in the end. they are merely as specks of dust before the wind.(from Tale 
of Heike )

2F  Gallery A
Mutsumi Uetake(Tokyo)  Painting, Drawing
That is what I was always looking at. 
But I gradually lost interest and attention about that. 
Unexpectedly I remember sometimes. I felt that was a strange.

Sakura Alice Motomura(Tokyo) Oil Painting  
Through the elements of oil paint and metal, my works try to find 
connection with such ideas as fragmentation, change, healing, sensation, 
growth and evanescence. 

CHIE(Tokyo)  Pen drawing
Because I could’ t convey a feeling,I made the other self. She moves in 
place of me. Her name is “FOPPISH GIRL” =Stylish girls wearing a paper 
bag on the head. We human can be a different person when our face not 
shown. We can be as foolish as we could be, and sometimes as cruel as 
we could be. For the last 15 years I’ ve been drawing this “FOPPISH 
GIRL” only. I have stored memories with each of the girl I’ ve drawn.

Kenichi Nakajima(NY) Object
To create a work in the most natural way I need two conditions. First I have 
to set myself free from the conventions of what many think art should be. I 
don't want to be categorized.The second condition is that I have to feel raw 
sensations and emotions.When the two conditions are fulfilled, I create as if 
flying freely in the sky.The work shows the actual feeling, the impression. 
That is expression. When the expression conveys successfully the 
impression, that is art.
Azusa Ueno(Tokyo)  Mixed Media,Installation
This series of artworks shows reconstructed images which are made by 
countless transparent threads. Those thread-like fragments may resemble 
half-dried glue’ s sticky strings in form.  Peculiarities and textures of various 
materials are the inspiration for my works. I feel there is genuine beauty in 
the memories of materials which have been acquired through the five 
senses. And those fragile and ambiguous memories are indescribable with 
words. There is pleasure in everyday life if we could discover a wonder 
which is hidden even in tiny mundane objects.
Akihiro Ito(NY)  Sculpture
Humanity and nature are part of the universe, and the human soul is 
eternal. My sculpture illustrates the human soul. And I try to show the close 
relationship between human and nature by using wood or stone as a 
material in my sculpture. I hope my sculpture provides an opportunity for 
people to think about humanity’ s connection to nature and universe. 

Yoko Naito(NY) Photograph, Installation
My travels lead me to come across many people and scenery. Travel 
exposed me to various kinds of atmospheres, which I couldn't appreciate 
without going to there. The impression scenery spurs me to take pictures. 
Even now in my daily life I see through the lens of my travel. The world 
consists of innumerable links.I always feel "maybe see you?" in my heart.

Moeka Yuguchi (Tokyo) Ceramic 
I often see visions in a road at night and in the shadow of the corner of 
the room. A shiver run through me when I see those, but I perceive 
those trivial things soon. I feel relieved, and the same time I am a little 
disappointed. Those images fade out as soon as I am recognize those 
rightly. I hope to keep such things that is fleeting and that easily 
disappears by my ceramic works.

Saeko Taira(Tokyo)  Textile print
I make a textile design from language.  
Language is attractive. And it is interesting.
Because,I express it according to a color or a shape on cloth.

Sachiko Nishi(Tokyo)  Ceramic 
I have made the ceramic art work which used people's figure as the motif.  
People's figure is attractive.Because the feeling and the inside which the 
person includes appear from a countenance, operation of a hand. Then, I 
took notice of the behavior of the hand. It lets it pass and tried to express 
the "presence" which a person has.

Megumi Masuda(Tokyo) Object
Battle dresses for who stops time for growing up an adult in future,
though you will be an adult.

Miyuki Hama(Tokyo) Painting 
Bali – it’ s an island with thousands of gods, powerful religious rituals 
dance and music. I was heavily inspired by such “Asian power” , and 
that’ s what my painting is all about. Growing up in Indonesia, I didn’ t 
know where I belonged to, and having an identity as Japanese made me 
even more confused. I was hanging between the two nations andcoudn`t 
belong to both completly. 

Ryusen Masuno(Tokyo)   Painting
The Adventures of Resonance Men  “Feelings of those days,never 
forget”

HINO (Tokyo)    Installation
I think making works is enabling to look and touch something that can't be 
done.I make works from impulse that I would like to look at myimagination 
and touch it.Now, I would like to make a group of something.　I think 
everything is a group of something,even the feeling so.　I'm going to 
make a work from the impulse.

2F  Gallery B
Yuriko Katori(NY)  Painting 
My paintings and drawings explore the relationships between human and 
nature, women and society, reality and fantasy. The images are 
representations of my inquisitiveness about how these conflicting 
relationships compromise visually.

Akiko Kubo(Tokyo)     Painting 
Light is born out of darkness. I would like to make light in pictures. The 
light which appears into night makes various things emerge. Warm light, 
cold light. A light overflowing into a city is beautiful. However, it is empty. 
Light which appears before me in various forms,I would like to draw on 
every day and canvas.

3F Peformance Studio

Of the performer more than ten is going to appear.


